All Things Travel

The best travel gear enhances the journey –
whether it’s a 20-minute run to the store or a
month long globetrotting trek. These are some of
the newest travel solutions – the items travelers rely
on every time they leave the house.
BY KATHY WITT | PHOTOGRAPHS BY KERRY PITTENGER
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The Geo Chic Collection of lightweight and expandable cases
by AIMEE KESTENBERG/HERITAGE TRAVELWARE features
8-wheel spinners, high-strength geo-molded ABS exteriors with
brushed texture and tear-resistant fully lined interiors. Cases
offer a roomy main compartment with a side zipper pocket for
smaller items, a front lid with large U-shaped zipper pocket
and an under-the-lid section with three zipper pockets. MSRP:
$200/20” carry-on; $260/24”; $300/28”
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DELSEY PARIS’ lightweight DELSEY Belfort
DLX Collection features a dual-position trolley
system for exceptional maneuverability and
three-point locking system with an integrated
TSA-accepted lock among its many amenities.
It comes with a bonus tri-fold organizer for
cosmetics and toiletries. This case retails for a
sale price of $199.99.

Never miss a chance to shine bright with
Sparkle, a collection glammed up with rose
gold details, from itGirl by IT LUGGAGE. Fit a
few extra pairs of shoes or holiday souvenirs
in your case with the handy expander. For
added security the case comes with a fixed
TSA-acceptable lock. MSRP: $240/cabin;
$280/medium; $300/large

WRIGHTSOCK’s Double Layer Merino
CoolMeshll Crew is a winter travel sock
that features patented blister prevention
technology with a luxurious merino wool
outer layer. This is the only sock that
captures the benefits of wool, without the
negative affects of direct wool-skin contact.
Socks are available in gray/black, gray/
smoke and gray/fire. MSRP: $18
TALUS gives car commuters a way to arrive
wrinkle-free to their destination: a Car Coat
Hook that holds a coat or jacket neatly on
a durable, solid steel hanger. The tension
mount bracket fits between headrest posts,
and it sits close to the seat for passenger
legroom space. The hook folds down for
storage when not in use. MSRP: $17.99
With three built-in massaging nodes,
the 3D Inflatable Massage Neck Pillow
with Patented Pump from TRAVELMALL
SWITZERLAND features a remote control
with timer and 3-level massage function,
adjustable front sliding toggles for support
and adjustable airtight inflation that
conforms to the contour of a user’s head
and neck. The pillow runs on USB power
and has foldable and smart deflating
functionality. MSRP: $77

Block out the noise and stress of
travel without earbuds digging into
your ears or a tangled cord in the
way with ACOUSTICSHEEP’s awardwinning SleepPhones® Effortless™
Bluetooth®-enabled headphones.
Tucked inside a soft headband and
complete with induction charging
technology, they feature built-in
volume and play/pause controls;
superior sound quality with ecofriendly, lead-free electronics;
and removable speakers in a
hypoallergenic, machine-washable
headband in proprietary, breathable
SheepCloud™ fabric. MSRP:
$149.95
EAGLE CREEK’s RFID Travel Zip
Organizer holds everything safely in
one place: credit cards, cash, coins,
ID – even itineraries and passport
or smartphone. An RFID Passport
Sleeve protects personal info and a
lockable zip-around closure provides
protection for contents. A quickgrab handle makes for an easy and
convenient carry. Collection colors
include black/charcoal and graphite/
amethyst. MSRP: $39.95
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RICARDO BEVERLY HILLS’ techfriendly Skyway Travel Teck
Backpack offers multiple carry
options and plenty of organizing
features. With a water-resistant
and extra-durable 500D polyester
exterior, this carry-on-friendly bag
includes a lined laptop pocket,
padded tablet pocket and large
zippered pocket. Faux suede trim
adds polish and a 1960s heritageinspired plaid perks up the interior.
MSRP: $140

The CABIN ZERO ADV DRY
Collection features two different
smaller waterproof bags: the ADV
DRY 11L Cross Body and the ADV
Dry 30L Backpack. Both have an
inside pouch with RFID-blocking
security pocket, detachable with a
Velcro® brand fastener, and are
packable into the same pocket.
Ultra-light at 230g and 310g
respectively, both bags are perfect
for tucking into a CabinZero inflight
bag. MSRP: $55/11L; $70/30L

With Trackimo 3G Guardian GPS
Tracker, Earth Gear’s lightest-todate 3G GPS tracking device, know
the status and location of your
belongings at all times, wherever
you might be, thanks to patented
technology and revolutionary GPS/
GSM/Wi-Fi hybrid tracking. It comes
with one worldwide SIM card, one
rechargeable battery (built-in) and a
USB charging cable. MSRP: $240

The LOCTOTE AntiTheft Sack 3L
is a packable, portable travel safe
that locks shut to any fixed object
to protect essentials when you can’t
have your eye on them. Anti-theft
features include slash-resistant
fabric, secure locking system and
an RFID-blocking pocket. Throw
it in your luggage, clip it to your
backpack, or carry it in the palm of
your hand. MSRP: $59

Meet the Morpher, an ingenious,
award-winning folding cycling
helmet whose clever patented
technology ensures it not only offers
fully safety-certified (CPSC) head
protection, but it also takes up
minimal space when folded flat. It
opens and closes in a snap, looks
great and comes in five different
colors – perfect for commuters,
students and anyone who cycles.
MSRP: $149
Photographed at La Catrina in Tubac, AZ
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MCKLEINUSA’s Pasadena in Nano
tech-light nylon with calf detailing
is a 20” nylon carry-all duffel with
a spacious, fully lined interior,
featuring a tablet pocket with an
organizer for business cards, pens
and accessories, plus secure zipper
pocket. An easy-access, secure back
zipper pocket and a removable and
adjustable nylon strap with leather
shoulder pad round out the features.
MSRP: $140

Olympia USA’s Comet Collection (21”,
25”, 29”) has all the amenities battletested travelers expect – patented
hidden compartment, exterior utility
hook, bottom grip and expandability –
in a sleek polycarbonate/ABS package
atop eight noise-reducing jumbo
wheel spinners. The lined interior has
a detachable clear vinyl 3-1-1 wet
zip pouch and a divider that creates
two separate compartments. MSRP:
$600/3-piece set

G-RO’s Check-in Classic, a largecapacity checked bag/duffel, is
equipped with GravityRoll™ Wheel
Technology and constructed with
ultra-durable ballistic nylon. An
expansion system and thoughtful
organizational compartments make
it a breeze to pack for any trip and a
unique form factor allows it to fit in all
kinds of tight spaces, including trunks
and small hotel rooms. MSRP: $499;
$749/carbon fiber

Designed to meet the demands of
business casual and everyday use, the
KCR Pack Strapper Triple Compartment
17” Laptop Backpack in 1680D polyester
from KENNETH COLE/HERITAGE
TRAVELWARE comes equipped with
TECHNI-COLE™ RFID-blocking
technology; padded laptop and tablet
pockets; and an array of interior and
exterior organizing and accessory pockets,
plus a zip-down organizer with room for
business essentials. MSRP: $200
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Get double packing convenience with TRAVELERS
CLUB Kensie 2-piece Spinner Set, featuring a 20”
carry-on and 20” travel duffel in ABS with PC film.
The carry-on is designed with a trunk-style body
with corner guards and gold accents and a double
8” x 8” wheel system; the duffel includes a padded
top grip handle with dual front accessory pockets
and fully-lined interior with accessory pocket.
MSRP: $500
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The 3-piece Rockland Horizon Luggage Set (20”, 24”,
28”) from FOX LUGGAGE is lightweight and durable in
polycarbonate/ABS. Featuring eight multidirectional
spinner wheels that rotate 360 degrees for easy
maneuverability, this luggage allows you to pack more
while avoiding the excess weight surcharges imposed
by the airlines. Additional features include a modern
internal chrome push-button telescoping handle and
interior mesh, zip and elastic pockets. MSRP: $480

A. SAKS LUGGAGE introduces the 22” Carry-on
Folding Duffel with shoulder strap that comes
with a fully waterproof pouch that the duffel
tucks neatly into. When the pouch is not being
used to store the bag, use it for cosmetics
or suntan lotion for a day at the beach or for
stashing phone and iPad to keep out of the
elements. The pouch is fitted with inside pockets.
MSRP: $39.99

Travel light with all your essentials safely stowed in CABRELLI
GROUP’s CharlieBravo Small Tote. Made of poly nylon/PVC trim,
the bag has a handy front zip pocket and an inside pocket. It
comes in light gray (shown) and charcoal. MSRP: $20

From the JACK GEORGES Voyager Collection is a new Belt
Bag (8 1/4” x 5 1/2” x 1 1/2”) that lets you travel around town
with your hands free. Made from Jack Georges’ popular handstained buffalo leather, this belt bag features soft construction
and an adjustable belt, offering flexibility, practicality and
convenience anywhere you go. MSRP: $148
This contemporary Hip Belt Fanny Bag is ROYCE’s rendition
of a timeless classic. Handcrafted in durable but supple full
grain genuine leather, it is softly padded in the back and
features an accessible front pocket, zip-top closure and interior
smartphone pocket. Additionally, it transitions to a crossbody
by adjusting the strap. It comes in black, pink, blue and red.
MSRP: $200
Introducing PIEL LEATHER’s Large Travel Four-Pocket Waist
Pack (10” x 6” x 2.5”) in full-grain cowhide. Featuring an
ample lined compartment with an inside zippered pocket, front
medium compartment and front zip-pocket for keys or a phone,
it also includes a back zippered pocket to hold valuables such
as passport and money. The waist strap has a side-release
buckle and an adjustable leather strap. MSRP: $99
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LODIS’ Audrey Under Lock & Key RFID Passport Wallet keeps all your
travel essentials – including a mobile boarding pass – in one compact
wallet. Chic and sleek, it has dedicated spots for smartphone, passport,
cards and cash, plus boarding pass or other paperwork. A timeless
beauty in smooth grain Italian leather, it comes in vibrant and traditional
color options. MSRP: $78
Whether zipping about town on a bike or traveling around the world,
CLAVA’s Sonoma Ziptop Smartphone Crossbody (4.5” x 7.25” x 0.5”) will
hold all your key essentials tidily in place while keeping you hands-free.
The adjustable, detachable leather strap transforms the crossbody into
a pouch for stowing and organizing valuables that can be carried in a
larger bag. MSRP: $85
Protect your shades – and your valuables – with the Catherine
Malandrino Sunglass Case with RFID Wallet from MIWORLD
ACCESSORIES. The wallet contains one main compartment, two card
slots, a zippered pocket for coins and two pockets for money and
papers. A sturdy but flexible eyewear holder at the bottom of the main
compartment protects and holds glasses firmly in place. MSRP: $13.99
Perfect for the girl on the go, HANG ACCESSORIES’ 2-piece Journal &
Silicone Luggage Tag Set lets travelers jot down their packing lists and
must-see destinations in the travel journal and dress up their luggage
with the fun, coordinating silicone luggage tag. The set includes one
lined journal and one silicone luggage tag. MSRP: $14.99

Photographed at Casa Maya de Mexico in Tubac, AZ
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The perfect companion
for any journey, the
cosmopolitan Pebble
Grain Urban Backpack
(16.5” x 12” x 6”) is
handcrafted in ROYCE’s
signature full grain
leather and juxtaposed
against heather gray
flannel. It is a simple
yet refined backpack
that integrates urban
aesthetics with
tremendous functionality.
MSRP: $275

AMERICAN TOURISTER’s two-piece
iStack travel system in heather gray/
black (20” spinner (shown) and 25”
spinner) allows travelers to stack
and attach the cases together for
one-hand travel. Cases have custom
co-molded zipper pulls, screenprinted logos and handles, double
air flow spinner wheels and a pushbutton locking handle. The interior is
geared up with an array of organizing
pockets. MSRP: $229.99/2-piece set

The TARGUS 15.6” Work + Play
Fitness Backpack carries laptop,
work accessories and sports
gear in one bag, with a dedicated
tablet and laptop compartment,
detachable laundry bag with
portable washbag and a lined and
ventilated front compartment for
work or gym shoes. In black/gray,
it unzips completely open to hang
in a locker with a built-in hook.
MSRP: $79.99

Designed with a new coated poly
material whose finish is abrasion-,
UV- and water-resistant, GENIUS
PACK’s G4 Carry-on Spinner
offers four 360° frame-injected
spinner wheels, patented Laundry
Compression Technology®, thinkfree packing system and Integrated
TSA-accepted Portable Charger.
It is offered in four sleek colors:
coal black, red, titanium and navy.
MSRP: $298

Please see the Buyer’s Guide on page 67 for a directory of companies whose products are included in this feature. Travel Goods

The Parklane 15” is the
perfect answer to traveling
smart. Designed to take
on board short flights, this
bag with an RFID-protected
pocket from KNOMO LONDON
offers plenty of organized
space for a long weekend
away and four easy-roll
wheels for gliding through
your journey. It is available in
black and navy. MSRP: $349
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